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Storm 3 M-243 4 X 4 Light Utility Vehicle
This multipurpose new generation military vehicle has a
payload of up to 1200 kg and is ideally suited to military
missions requiring high power, speed, off road capability
and high reliability. The Storm 3 features a 2.8L diesel
engine (158hp), automatic transmission and a specially
designed suspension system. The vehicle incorporates a
5 door hard top cab (with a soft top option) for quick
and convenient entrance and exit of passengers. The
Storm 3 is available in an armored version.
The ABIR II
is the next generation of Light Tactical Truck, offering power, off-road and carrying capabilities, which
place it in the front line of modern military vehicles.
Turbo Diesel engine, 305hp 6.7L, 6 speed automatic
transmission. High standard cabin and payload of
up to 1700 kg / 3750 lbs. Allowing maximum comfort alongside excel performance and reliability, fit to
much everyday military operational requirements. The
ABIR II can be delivered in several armored versions
and with additional equipment.
STORM 3 R-Type
4X4 Light Intervention Vehicle The Storm 3 R-type is a new
generation of light intervention vehicle suited for surveillance, base patrol and rapid offensive actions. It is ideal
for multipurpose, military missions that require high power,
speed, excellent off-road capabilities, and high reliability.
This 4-door, 4-seat version is designed to carry modular
storage systems, weapons mounts and can be equipped
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with communications, recovery and night mobility.
Up - Armored HMMWV

Ownership
The company is owned by the Automotive
Equipment Group

Brief History
AIL is a privately-owned company established in 1966 by
Automotive Equipment Ltd. AIL is located next to the old
city of Nazareth. AIL specializes in the design, assembly
and integration of heavy duty 4X4 vehicles for customers throughout the world, mostly for Defense, Homeland
security and other sectors.
Throughout the years AIL assembled more than 90,000
vehicles. AIL modifies vehicles designated for specific
use, each platform designed to meet unique customer
needs. AIL is also specializes in manufacturing sophisticated metalwork for the Hi-tech industry.

Other Important Information
Advantages
AIL offers its clients combat-proven vehicles,
designed and manufactured on the basis of daily
accumulated field experience. Its advantage lies in
the following capabilities:
• Design and integration of armored protection.
• Production flexibility and quick response to
urgent requirements.
• Customized (“tailor made”) products.
Line of Business: Vehicles and Metal Works
Established: 1966

Quality Assurance
AIL is ISO 9001/2000 certified.

Storm 3 M-243 4X4 Light Commanding Vehicle
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